To combine the two cases, we write t. = l/(2ze -2) for 2 < ze < oo and e^ = 0. In order to unify the discussion, k may also attain the value oo from now on. We need a simple auxiliary result complementing the above two lemmas in the case of some p . being close to 1. just has to take for any k, 2 < k < 00, the convex subsets S ., j £ Z, , of U associated with a possible choice of numbers p., j £ Z,, according to Theorem 2, and to replace them by the convex subsets 5 ' = 5. x US_ > / e Z,, of \JS.
We consider now the case s = 2. Let t., t?, • • • be a decreasing sequence of real numbers with 0 < t < l/(8n) fot n > 1, and put A(G,(y)) <lAy" =lA sin/ <V2tn < 1/(16t2_).
On the other hand, it follows from (1) with n = n2 that | 2 -n2p. \ < 1 -t, , and so n?p>l. Therefore X(GAj))<p/l6<p..
For fixed 7 £ Z,, we define a convex subset G2(7) of U as follows.
If 0 < p. < 72, let G2(j) be the convex hull of the triangle 0 < x < 1, 0 < y < 1, y < x, and of the points x. appearing in some F(n, j). 
